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Abstract
Tindora or ivy gourd (Coccinia indica) is a tropical vegetable and has the potential to become popular worldwide due to its 
rich nutritional characteristics, adaptability to adverse environmental condition and fast fruiting nature. The fresh samples 
are bright green (good) in colour; it turns yellow (intermediate quality) and ultimately turns bright red (bad or inedible as 
vegetable). In this paper, tindora is classified using two different colour representations of the image matrix, namely RGB 
and HSV. In the RGB representation, intensity of the green layer versus intensity of the red layer for each pixel position is 
plotted. The shape of the plot enables us to identify the tindora quality. In the case of HSV representation, the hue layer is 
used for classification purposes. The hue layer matrix is vectorized and the Poincare plot is computed. The distribution of the 
Poincare plot is analysed using Cartesian quadrant system. Based on the analysis, tindora quality is determined. The accuracy 
of the tindora classification using RGB representation is 68.67 and HSV representation is 94.33. The classifier used in both 
the representations after feature extraction is primarily threshold based and hence has low computational burden. The low 
computational burden makes the method ideal for incorporation into smartphones in the form of an app.
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Introduction

Vegetables are one of the important sources of nutrient 
for human health. It is rich in vital minerals, vitamins, 
other phytochemicals and dietary fibre. The deficiencies in 
micronutrient consumption are known as hidden hunger and 
are a serious problem throughout the world and most prominent 
in underdeveloped and developing countries. Iron (Fe), iodine (I) 
and vitamin A deficiencies are the major challenges that affect 
2–3.5 billion people (Pfeiffer and McClafferty 2007). Owing 
to the fact of all these rich nutrients available in vegetables, 
consumption of this can reduce health risk to some extent. 
Proper amount of vegetables in daily diet can be a heal to 
vision-related problems, diabetes, gastrointestinal health, heart 
attack and stroke (Hossain and Maitra 2021). The recommended 
daily intake for vegetables is 200–250 g/day (Agudo 2005). It 
has been reported that lower amount of vegetables in daily 
diet can increase the rate of ischaemic heart disease by 31% 
while chances of stroke is increased by 11%. The bioactive 
compounds present in vegetables are able to modify metabolic 
activation, free radical scavenging and carcinogen detoxification 
(Wargovich 2000; Lalji et al. 2018). Alteration in diet may 
prevent gastrointestinal malignancies by 20–30% and 5–12% of 
all other types of carcinoma formation incidences (Dias 2011).

Owing to increase in the buying capacity of consumers, 
improved understanding of nutritional advantages and a 
craving for a variety of vegetables is rising. Customers, on 
the other hand, are becoming increasingly concerned about 
the food safety aspect. The modern marketing practices are 
replacing the traditional marketing not only in developed 
countries also in developing countries (Dias 2011). The 
criteria for procurement and quality management system 
in international marketing, long-distance shipping, super-
markets and numerous packaging and processing units are 
based on diversity of product, quality and safety issues and 
constant supply of product (Dias 2011; Singh 2021; Yuni-
arti et al. 2022). Farmers and small-scale industries are 
facing difficulties to meet the quality standard set by the 
modern marketing facilities. Thus efficient technology and 
efficiency to supply best-quality products with economic 
viability is essential at the farmers’ end.

Coccinia indica (tindora) is a plant belonging from 
the botanical family Cucurbitaceae. The tropical vine is 
known as scarlet gourd or ivy gourd and native to Indian 
subcontinent. It is available widely in Australia, Tropical 
Asian countries, Southern America and Eastern Africa 
(Tamilselvan et al. 2011). The plant can sustain in pro-
longed drought condition, growth is rapid (up to 10 cm/
day), and lower maintenance is required thus suitable 
in this era of global environmental change. The green 
tindora fruits (thick skinned, oval shaped, 5–6-cm long 
and 1.5–3.5-mm diameter) are consumed as vegetable 

(Gunjan et al. 2021). The juicy fruit has bitter aftertaste 
in raw condition, but with maturity the crunchy texture 
changes to softer one and the outer skin changes from 
green to orange or red. But the appearance of orange to 
red hue resembles with the deterioration of its quality as 
a vegetable. The vegetable has a shelf-life of 7–9 days 
in ambient environment. From ancient time, it is used in 
traditional medicine like Ayurveda and Unani as anti-
diabetic, anti-inflammatory agent and medicine for sca-
bies, small pox and ringworms (Sakharkar and Chauhan 
2017; Bhaskar and Varma 2021). For maintenance of 
healthy endocrine system, the fruit is beneficial. It is 
composed of 3.1–3.4% carbohydrate, very less amount 
of fat (0.1–0.2%) and 1.2–1.4% of protein (Deokate and 
Khadabadi 2012; Alagarraja et al. 2017). It is a good 
source of minerals like calcium (40  mg/100  g), iron 
(1.4 mg/100 g) and phosphorus (30 mg/100 g) (Khatun 
et al. 2012). Apart from these, it is a potential source of 
phytochemicals like phenolic acids, flavonoids, vitamins 
and glycosides (Hadi et al. 2022).

For local marketing and export trading, it is becoming 
essential to grade the agricultural commodities, particu-
larly vegetables. Vegetables are typically graded based on 
external attributes such as shape, size, weight, specific 
gravity and visual colour. The established techniques of 
evaluating vegetables for fresh marketing are machine 
grading and hand grading; size and shape are the basis 
of evaluation in both procedures. Healthy veggies should 
be graded according to their maturity, colour, shape, 
weight and size, while damaged and/or bruised vegeta-
bles should be sorted out. The classes I (extra fancy), 
II (superior) and III (standard) are the common classes 
in which the vegetables are graded. The manual grada-
tion of vegetables has been carried out by skilled labours/
experts considering the different pre-defined parameters 
for grading. But the process is labour extensive, time-
consuming, cost extensive, erratic and tedious. Most of 
the vegetables are seasonal; thus in peak season, scar-
city in manpower may hamper the post-harvest manage-
ment and supply chain. Highly efficient grading system 
is a prerequisite in modern marketing trend; thus, effi-
cient vegetable grading system is in demand in order to 
overcome the demerits of manual grading system. Size, 
weight, shape, rotating screen, reflectance and colour-
based grading systems are available for different vegeta-
bles (Londhe et al. 2013). The artificial vision system or 
the digital image analysis mimic the human vision system 
electronically for quality inspection of the vegetables by 
identification, recognition and interpretation of the digital 
images captured (Table 1) (Sarkar et al. 2022). The math-
ematically perceived array of information is ultimately 
structured to construct a model for efficient vegetable 
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gradation (Bhargava and Bansal 2021). For image acquisi-
tion, smartphone is becoming a cheap and more feasible 
alternative; researchers have developed the smartphone-
based artificial vision system for quality inspection 
of Indian gooseberry (Mukherjee et  al. 2021, 2022b;  
Sarkar et  al. 2021a), oyster mushroom (Sarkar et  al. 
2021b) and seafoods (Navotas et al. 2018; Hu et al. 2020).

There are a number of techniques available that can 
reliably predict the quality of fruits and vegetables. The 
supervised learning algorithms such as support vector 
machine (SVM), artificial neural network (ANN) and 
their modified versions involve complex mathemati-
cal analysis. Other methods such as fuzzy logic, wave-
let transformation (WT), principal component analysis 
(PCA) and entropy analysis have heavy computational 

burden despite their excellent accuracy (Valous et al. 
2009; Baranowski et al. 2012; Li et al. 2018; Rong et al. 
2019; Koyama et  al. 2021; Mukherjee et  al. 2022c). 
Scholars are working to achieve similar levels of accu-
racy using approaches which are computationally light. 
Classification using Poincare plots is one such endeav-
our: primarily, Poincare plots are used to analyse bio-
medical signals (Mourot et al. 2004; Guzik et al. 2006; 
Hoshi et al. 2013). In this paper, the Poincare plot is used 
in food quality evaluation.

The Poincare plot investigates the interdependence of data 
points of a single signal and looks for any differences in the 
monotonic variation of the sample points. The correlation 
coefficient between each of the components is then computed. 
These correlation coefficients are then carefully examined to 

Table 1  Digital image analysis–based vegetable gradation systems

Vegetable Input feature considered Technique Data set Accuracy (%) Reference

Potato RGB ANN 240 images 92 Przybylak et al. (2020)
Colour, depth and 

enhanced depth images
CNN 7084 images; 297 

potatoes
86.6 Su et al. (2020)

Depth image Linear regression 110 potatoes 88–90 Su et al. (2018)
Onion Edge detection of X-ray 

images
ANN 400 onions 90 Shahin et al. (2002)

Eggplant RGB KNN 100 eggplant 88 Akter and Rahman (2017)
RGB, HSV Binarization, region of 

interest detection
- - Kondo et al. (2013)

Tomato Shape and colour BPNN 53 images 92 Kaur et al. (2018)
Texture, colour and 

shape related 24 
features

SVM 2666 tomatoes 97.74 Dhakshina Kumar et al. 
(2020)

Field peas Colour, shape and size Linear discriminant 
analysis

175 peas 97 McDonald et al. (2016)

Chilli Colour CNN - 86 Hing et al. (2021)
- CNN 1200 images, 400 chilli 93.89 Hendrawan et al. (2021)

Capsicum RGB, lab, XYZ Discriminant analysis - 81–100 Ropelewska and Szwejda-
Grzybowska (2021)

Broccoli RGB, HS PNN 320 broccoli 93.4 Tu et al. (2007)
ResNet 506 images 87.9 Zhou et al. (2020)

Carrot RGB Bayes classifier 600 carrots 88.3–95.5 Deng et al. (2017)
- CNN 878 carrots 99.43 Jahanbakhshi et al. (2021)

Okra or lady’s finger - ResNet50 3200 images 99 Raikar et al. (2020)
Radish RGB Principle component 

analysis
- 95.2–97.1 Iwata et al. (1998)

Cabbage Luminance information Statistical analysis 99 images - Arce-Lopera et al. (2013)
Spinach HSV, lab SVM, ANN 100 spinach, 1045 

images
70–84 Koyama et al. (2021)

Lettuce CNN 160 lettuce 83–86 Cavallo et al. (2018)
Artichoke RGB, area Image segmentation - Otoya and Gardini (2021)
Sweet potato Roundness, length, 

width
Statistical analysis 250 sweet potatoes - Boyette and Tsirnikas 

(2017)
Asparagus Geometric, colour and 

shape (1931 features 
in total)

Neural network 955 images 90.2 Donis-González and 
Guyer (2016)
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determine the intensity level of each quality class, and a thresh-
old-based classifier is designed.

Materials and Methods

Sample Collection

In total, 600 samples were collected from Birbhum and 
Malda districts of West Bengal, India, from the 2nd week 
of August 2021 to the 3rd week of September 2021. The 
tindora vegetable is elliptical in shape (length: 4.5–6.0 cm, 
diameter: 1.5–2.0 cm). The samples were collected after 
48 h of flowering; the fresh samples were green coloured 
with white longitudinal mottling and with crunchy tex-
ture. However, the samples become yellow with time, and 
the full mature samples were red in colour and cannot be 
consumed as vegetable, and the texture becomes softer.

Image Acquisition and Assignment of Quality Class

The image acquisition and class assignment were conducted 
as per our previous work (Sarkar et al. 2021a, 2022; Mukher-
jee et al. 2022c, b). From the 600 samples, a dataset of 540 
samples were developed by random selection method. Eighty 
samples were considered for training for each of the three 
classes (good, intermediate, bad), while a set of 100 samples 
were considered for the purpose of testing the proposed model.

RGB Representation–Based Classification

In this work, an attempt has been made to develop clas-
sification scheme for the detection of quality of tindora 
samples. We have observed that the vegetable samples are 
all green in colour while they are at the freshest most con-
dition. The samples are kept aside as these develop yellow 
pigments as time progresses. This yellow colouring of the 
green tindora samples especially occurs from one of the 
edges of the sample, and this yellow colouring expands 
gradually towards the central part of the sample. With fur-
ther progression of time, this yellow colouring gradually 
turns more towards the red spectrum. Thus, it has been 
concluded that the freshest sample is more greenish and 
the colour spectrum of the vegetable turns more towards 
the red zone as the sample turns old. The intermediate 
samples, however, show prominent tinges of combination 
of green, yellow as well as red to some extent. Figures 1 
and  2 describe, respectively, a few random samples of 
images and the cropped images of three different qual-
ity classes along the central axis of the tindora samples. 
These figures further emphasize the development and 

modification of colour of the tindora samples as these 
gradually rotten.

Thus, the red and the green layers of the samples can be 
analysed to estimate the concentration of red and green colours 
in the vegetables, respectively. Hence, the red and the green 
layers of the vegetable samples have been analysed, as well as 
the interrelation between these two layers have been computed. 
It is well observable from the images of the samples, as well as 
from the patches chosen near the central axis of the samples, 
as shown in Fig. 1, that the concentration of green tinge gradu-
ally fades as the vegetable turns rotten; on the contrary, the 
concentration of red tinge becomes higher as a sample turns 
old. Thus the following methods have been considered for the 
estimation of red and green concentration among the samples:

The average intensity of green tinge has been com-
puted directly. In order to do that, the pixel intensity 
values of the entire image have been summed up, row-
wise and column-wise. Finally, the summed intensity 
has been added along the row and along the columns to 
obtain a single value of the sum of intensity values of 
the overall image. Finally, this summed intensity value 
has been divided by the dimension of the image, which is 
100 × 600, i.e. by 60,000, to obtain the mean pixel inten-
sity level for the green layer. This mean level is actually 
representing the entire image. This mean pixel intensity 
level is denoted henceforth as the green intensity index 
in this work. Figure 3 represents the diagrammatic view 
of the methodology adopted in this work.

The red intensity level of the RGB colour map is also 
performed in a similar way using the red layer. Thereby, a 

Fig. 1  Samples of images of the tindora samples taken at random
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similar red intensity index illustrating the mean pixel density 
of the red layer has been obtained. The mean pixel intensity 
levels for the green and red layers of a random set of samples 
are illustrated in Figs. 4 and  5, respectively.

In order to extract any feature regarding the interrela-
tionship between the green and red layers, the intensity 
values of these two layers have been plotted as the two 
axis of 2D graph. The 100 × 600 image pixel intensity 
levels of the red and green channels have been plotted 

along the x-axis and y-axis, respectively, to obtain the 
2D red-green intensity map indicating the interrelation-
ship of these two colour components among the veg-
etable samples. Randomly selected few of these plots 
are shown in Figs. 6,  7 and  8, to represent the good, 
intermediate and bad class of samples, respectively.

Close observation of Figs. 6 to  8 reveals that there 
is sudden change in patterns of the red-green 2D plot 
as the samples transform from good quality to bad 

Fig. 2  Samples of cropped 
images of the tindora samples 
along the central axis taken at 
random

Fig. 3  The schematic representation of the proposed methodology adopted
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quality through the intermediate phase. The good sam-
ples exhibit a more linear trend with lesser thickness, 
whereas in the intermediate and the bad, some tools are 
producing much bulkier plot. This is found as one of the 
key features for determining the fruit quality. But the 
major drawback of these plots, for the proposed quality 
classification, is that though these plots were sufficient 
enough to classify the good samples from the interme-
diate and bad group of samples, the intermediate and 
the bad samples could hardly be distinguished from the 
same plots with prominent efficiency. Besides, the prob-
lem lying with the direct analysis of green and red layers 
from the RGB colour map is that the RGB colour map 
has high sensitivity towards luminance of image. These 
intensity levels of the same sample vary to a large extent 

as the image is captured under diverse light intensity, as 
well as under sources with diverse colour temperature.

HSV Representation–Based Classification

In order to incorporate further clarity of analysis as well as to 
increase the classification accuracy between the intermediate 
and bad samples, we have chosen to inspect another colour map, 
which is the hue-saturation-vital component (HSV) colour map.

The hue level of the images from the HSV colour 
map has only been considered. Further, the mean pixel 
density from the hue layer for each class of the images 
has been computed; similar operations have been done 
for the green and red layers. The distribution of the 
intensity levels for the three classes in the form of 

Fig. 4  Mean pixel intensity levels of red layer of the training tindora samples represented as a scatter diagram and b boxplot

Fig. 5  Mean pixel intensity levels of green layer of the training tindora samples represented as a scatter diagram and b boxplot
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scatter plot have been shown, as well as the boxplot is 
developed from the same to demonstrate the diversity 
of the mean hue intensity level among the three classes. 
This is shown in Fig. 9a and b, respectively.

It has been observed that the hue level shows a more 
prominent distinction between the three classes yielding 
possible higher classification accuracy, compared to the 
red and the green layers, as was described in Figs. 4b and 

Fig. 6  Red vs. green intensity plot of a few randomly selected samples belonging to the good class.  (a)–(f) represent intensity  plot of ran-
domly chosen sample from the good class

Fig. 7  Red vs. green intensity plot of a few randomly selected samples belonging to the intermediate class. (a)–(f) represent intensity plot of ran-
domly chosen sample from the intermediate class
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5b, respectively. This is distinctly observable, especially 
from the boxplot of Fig. 9b.

In order to further extract the key features of distinc-
tion between the three classes, Poincare analysis method is 
applied over the hue intensity layer. The hue layer is first 
isolated from the image, followed by converting the image 
matrix into its vector form. Therefore, the 100 × 600 image 
is now converted to a 60,000 × 1 vector. This conversion 
is done in the following way, as well as described graphi-
cally in Fig. 10:

Fig. 8  Red vs. green intensity plot of a few randomly selected samples belonging to the bad class. (a)–(f) represent intensity plot of randomly 
chosen sample from the bad class

Fig. 9  Mean pixel intensity levels of hue layer of the training tindora samples represented as a scatter diagram and b boxplot

Fig. 10  Method of vectorization from image matrix
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• The pixels are counted along a specific row and along 
the columns until the end of the image is reached.

• The row index is increased by one, followed by move-
ment along the columns in the backward direction.

• The front column of the image is thus reached.
• This is followed by increasing the row counter once again 

and moving along the column in the increasing direction.
• In other words, the movement is forward and backward 

along the columns and along any two consecutive rows.

Application of Poincare Analysis

This deduced vector is now split into two component signals 
using Poincare method. This method is primarily used in abun-
dance in the field of biomedical signal analysis and research 
such as ECG for the detection of abnormality in the signal. 
Poincare plot is basically a plot of two components of the same 
signal, say, x(n) of length n samples in a 2D graphical plane. 
The two signal components are constructed as follows:

Signal component 1, say, x1(n-1): This is developed by 
considering the 1st to (n-1)th samples of the signal, i.e.

where x(n) is the original vector.
Signal component 2, say, x2(n-1): This is developed by 

considering the 2nd to  nth samples of the signal, i.e.

where x(n) is the original vector.
Thus, each component of the signal contains (n-1) sample 

points. In the proposed work, the total sample length of the 
image deduced vector is of 60,000; i.e. n = 60,000. Hence, 
each component of the signal is of length 59,999 samples. 
These two components are now plotted along the two axes to 
obtain a 2D graph. This is the Poincare plot itself. The method 
of development of the Poincare plot is shown in Fig. 11.

If the continuity of the signal is high, i.e. there is not 
much disturbance in the signal, the consecutive elements 
are very close to one another. In other words, the differ-
ence between the consecutive elements is very low. Thus, 
the trend of the Poincare plot is almost a straight line with 
slope close to 1. But, when a discontinuity occurs, the signal 

x1(n − 1) ∶ x(1), x(2), x(3), ..., x(n − 1);

X2(n − 1) ∶ x(2), x(3), x(4), ..., x(n);

develops disturbances in the form of rapid changes in the 
signal level. This is duly reflected in the plot as increased 
randomness of the points in the vicinity of the straight line 
trend of the Poincare plot. Thus, the plot becomes bulkier.

Therefore, the Poincare plot is used effectively to identify 
major discontinuity of the signal, which primarily occurs 
due to large disturbances (Mukherjee et al. 2022a). In this 
work, it has been observed that the samples develop yellow 
and red zones progressively with time, whereas the tender 
vegetables are largely green all over the surface from one 
end to the other. Thus, the continuity of the green tinge grad-
ually becomes less dominant as the samples develop yellow 
colouring, especially as the samples rotten. As Poincare plot 
is considered, which is truly the sample plot of the same but 
shifted signal, a cluster of points for each of the images has 
been obtained. Each cluster contains 59,999 sample points, 
refereeing to the length of the deduced Poincare compo-
nent vector, which is truly the vectorized dimension of the 
image itself. The good class of samples produce higher 
levels of hue intensity and hence, are found to produce a 
cluster of points, almost confined in the third quadrant of 
the plot, whereas the bad samples produced lesser level of 
hue intensity and hence, are found to develop cluster in the 
third quadrant of the Poincare plot. Figures 12,  13 and  14 
describe the Poincare plots of a random set of samples for 
the three classes.

Quadrant Analysis for Developing Classifier Model

In this work, 80 samples have been considered for each 
class to develop the training method for the classifier algo-
rithm, whereas separate 100 samples of each class, i.e. a 
total of 300 samples, have been considered for validating 
the developed classifier. The training set of samples is used 
to develop the classifier and the corresponding threshold 
levels between each of the class boundaries by the quadrant 
analysis method; and the rest of the 300 samples are used to 
validate the proposed model.

It is well observed from the above three figures cor-
responding to the good, bad and intermediate class of tin-
dora samples that the scatter points of the Poincare plot 
corresponding to the good class of vegetables lie mostly 
on the first quadrant of the figure, whereas the bad class 

Fig. 11  Development of the 
Poincare plot
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of sample mostly cluster towards the third quadrant. 
Intermediate samples, meanwhile, lie almost a distributed 
between the first and the third quadrants. Therefore, a ratio 
index–based analysis scheme has been developed which 
would compute the total number of sample points lying in 
the first quadrant, to the length of the vector, i.e. the total 

number of points in the vector. This length of the vector 
truly indicates the total number of pixels in the image. 
This ratio index has been examined, and threshold level 
has been designed between each of the class boundaries 
to separate the good, intermediate and bad classes of sam-
ples from each other. This index is referred to as quadrant 

Fig. 12  Poincare plot of the good class of samples considering the hue intensity vector. (a)–(f) represent Poincare plot of randomly chosen sam-
ple from the good class

Fig. 13  Poincare plot of the bad class of samples considering the hue intensity vector. (a)–(f) represent Poincare plot of randomly chosen sample 
from the bad class
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index subsequently in the article. Thus, the quadrant index 
is defined here as:

The results of classification of the samples among the 
good, intermediate and bad classes, during the develop-
ment of the threshold levels of the algorithm, are described 
graphically in Figs. 15 to  17, where Fig. 15 describes the 

QuadrantIndex(Q) =
numberofpointslyinginthefirstquadrant

totalnumberofpointsinthevector
× 100

distribution of the quadrant index of the three separate 
classes in the form of a boxplot; Fig. 16 describes the same 
in the form of bar plot, where the distribution of the index 
of each individual sample is prominently visible; and finally, 
Fig. 17 describes the grouped distribution of the quadrant 
index, i.e. a histogram representation of the same results into 
ten different bins. These three figures clearly represent the 
distinct difference between the distributions of the quadrant 
index among the three classes.

Close examination of distribution of the quadrant index 
values for training phase as shown in Figs. 15 and  16 reveals 
that the quadrant index level of the good class of samples 
are close to 100% in almost all the cases, whereas the same 
index is close to 0% for the bad class of samples. The 

Fig. 14  Poincare plot of the intermediate class of samples considering the hue intensity vector. (a)–(f) represent Poincare plot of randomly cho-
sen sample from the intermediate class

Fig. 15  Boxplot representation of the quadrant index of the three sep-
arate classes from Poincare quadrant analysis using the training set of 
samples, with 80 samples of each class

Fig. 16  Bar diagram representation of the quadrant index of the three 
separate classes from Poincare quadrant analysis using the training set 
of samples, with 80 samples of each class
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quadrant index level of the intermediate class of samples 
range in between, although the difference between the quad-
rant index values for the intermediate class and good and 
bad class of samples, on either side of the range between 0 
and 100%, is differentiable. Thus, the limiting boundary val-
ues of the quadrant indices of each class have been closely 
scrutinized, and two threshold limits have been developed to 
separate the three classes. This is done in the following way:

The mean of the lower boundary of the good class and 
the upper boundary of the intermediate class is computed 
and considered as the upper threshold limit (λU). From the 
boxplot in Fig. 15, the threshold boundary between the good 

and intermediate classes is obtained (see Fig. 18a, c). Simi-
larly, the threshold boundary between bad and intermediate 
classes is also obtained (see Fig. 18b, d).

Result and Discussion

In this work, the classifier model using 240 sam-
ples, considering 80 samples of each class, has been 
designed; and testing is done using the samples from a 
separate dataset consisting of 300 samples, equally dis-
tributed between the three classes. It has been observed 

Fig. 17  Analysis of training 
results: Histogram representa-
tion of the quadrant index of 
the three separate classes from 
Poincare quadrant analysis 
using the training set of sam-
ples, with 80 samples of each 
class

Fig. 18  Development of upper 
and lower threshold levels for 
separating the good and the 
intermediate classes and the 
intermediate and bad classes 
from the boxplot of Fig. 15. (a), 
(c) represent the boundary 
between good and intermediate 
classes, while (b), (d) represents 
the boundary between bad and 
intermediate classes
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from Fig.  4b that the red layer mean intensity plot 
shows some minor distinctiveness among each of the 
three quality classes; hence, thresholds between each of 
the corresponding classes and a classifier scheme have 
been developed. Further, it is observed from the green 
layer mean intensity plot of Fig. 5b that there is major 
overlap between the consecutive freshness classes, 
hence bearing almost no importance in developing a 
robust classifier. Thus, the green layer has not been 
considered for any subsequent analysis. The results of 
the classifier using the direct threshold analysis of the 
red layer intensity level of Fig. 4b is shown in Table 2. 
It is observed from Table 2 that the accuracy of classi-
fication is below 70%, which is even below the moder-
ate acceptable level.

This poor classification accuracy using red layer intensity 
level has compelled us to use hue layer analysis for devel-
oping robust and efficient classifier. Hence, the Poincare 
plot–based analysis of the hue intensity map of the vegeta-
ble samples has been considered. The results of the classi-
fier using Poincare analysis of hue intensity level are shown 
in tabular form in Table 3, which shows a mean accuracy 
level of more than 94%, considering all the three freshness 
classes.

The results of the classifier, as observed from Table 2, 
show that the proposed classifier works effectively in seg-
mentation of tindora samples into the three different classes. 
The overall efficiency of the classifier is found to exceed 
94%, although the classification efficiency varies for indi-
vidual classes.

The proposed scheme is an application of Poincare 
analysis which is more common practice in biomedical 
signal-based researches and is rarely used in food quality 
assessment (Sipos et al. 2017; Eftimov et al. 2020). Hence 
the proposed scheme shows a good application of such 

simple method in food quality assessment, especially for 
the instances where limited data point is available.

Proposed classifier produces more than 94% accu-
racy. The features extracted for the proposed threshold-
based classifier are simple and computationally light; as a 
result, the proposed scheme is ideal for implementation in 
smartphones.

Thus, on an overall analysis, high accuracy of classifi-
cation exceeding 94% level, moderate number of samples 
required for developing the classifier models, low intricate 
mathematical analysis for developing the scheme and finally, 
introduction of a very simple and less conventional scheme 
such as Poincare plot in developing equality-based 3 class 
classifier schemes for assessment of tindora have been the 
highlights of the proposed work.

Conclusion

The current work aims to construct an accurate freshness 
detection model for evaluating the quality of tindora sam-
ples. In this work, both the RGB and HSV representation 
of tindora images for quality assessment have been consid-
ered. The graphical representation of the RGB layers and the 
corresponding threshold classifier achieved an accuracy of 
68.67% which is not acceptable. Thus, the HSV representa-
tion has been explored. The hue layer matrix was vectorized, 
and the Poincare plot of the vector was obtained. Quadrant 
analysis of the Poincare plot distribution was performed. A 
threshold-based classifier was designed based on the anal-
ysis. The classifier achieved an accuracy of 94.33%. The 
simple features and threshold-based classifiers make the 
proposed scheme computationally light and hence suitable 
for implementation in smartphones.

Table 2  Classifier outcomes 
using red layer intensity level

Quality of class Predicted class Total number of 
correct classifica-
tion

Classifier accuracy (%)

Good Intermediate Bad

Actual class Good 84 16 0 84 68.67
Intermediate 11 56 33 56
Bad 0 34 66 66

Table 3  Classifier outcomes 
using hue layer intensity level

Quality of class Predicted class Total number of 
correct classifica-
tion

Classifier accuracy (%)

Good Intermediate Bad

Actual class Good 95 5 0 95 94.33
Intermediate 5 91 4 91
Bad 0 3 97 97
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